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State-of-the-art transport protocols run exclusively on endhosts, treating thenetwork as adumbmedium. Consequently,
congestion control also happens on the hosts, which try to adjust their sending rate after measuring congestion signals
such as increasing round-trip time or packet loss. The concrete actions taken are carefully designed to ensure fairness in
the presense of multiple hosts (as an example, take the AIMD algorithm ensuring fairness between TCP hosts [3]).

Naturally, ensuring fairness becomes increasingly complex with the number of different congestion control algorithms
operatingconcurrently. Twohostsusingan“aggressive”algorithmmightworkwell together, but takeall bandwidth froma
more conservative algorithm. For this reason, recently proposed congestion control algorithmsneed to take considerable
efforts to analyze howwell they “play along” with other protocols [2,4,8].

We argue that this is a fundamental design flaw. Having to consider other protocols puts an unnecessary burden on pro-
tocol designers, and this will only get worse in the future, with more and more protocols emerging. We envision smart
networks of the future to relieve transport protocols of this burden: Like a scheduler in an operating system, the network
can supervise resource allocation, and with that, ensure fairness.

There have already been some attempts to give the network a larger role in congestion control [5, 6]. In a way, these
protocols were ahead of their time, as existing network hardware was too inflexible to implement them. For example, the
network algorithm relied on fine-grainedmeasurements which the networks could not provide themselves, and thus the
hosts were required to run specific protocols that would provide themeasurements to the network.

In the last years, networks have fortunately become increasingly programmable and flexible [1,7]. Based on this develop-
ment, we wish to re-evaluate the role of the network in transport and congestion control. Modern networks can collect
data and take action without having to rely on compliant end hosts. For instance, a network device could identifymisbe-
having flows at line rate to eliminate the risk of single hosts affecting the performance of the whole network.

Our goal is to identify to which degree a network can: (i) detect unfairness in bandwidth sharing; and (ii) enforce fair-
ness while minimally sacrificing performance. More theoretically, we wish to study the information and action spaces of
networks in the context of congestion control, and how the actions of a network influence the state of the network, e.g.
whether we can guarantee a fair Nash equilibrium between diverse transport protocols.

The required work can be split roughly into the followingmilestones:

1. Review literature for network congestion control, in particular how state-of-the-art protocols ensure fairness, even
with other protocols present, and how network-based protocols like XCP and RCP attempted to solve the problem.

2. Theoretically formulate the information and action space of a smart network: What does it know, what can it do?

3. Analyze (theoretically and in simulation) how actions from the network influences fairness and performance.

Requirements

• Some familiarity with communication networks, in particular with the basics of congestion control.

• Background in game theory and/or control.

• Skills in programming, simulation and data analysis.
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